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Disclaimer
The comments, articles, stories, letters and information
contained in this magazine are the personal opinions of
the writers and are not to be construed to be-official
policy or commentary of the Malibu-Mirage Owners and
Pilots Association.
Neither the Association nor its directors, officers nor the
Publisher give any official sanction to any articles, stories,
letters or information contained herein.
THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE
AND PROPER OPERATION OF HIS/HER AIRCRAFT AND IT
IS THE RESPONSIBLILITY OF THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND TO
OPERATE THAT AIRCRAFT IN COMPLIANCE WITH THAT
AIRCRAFT’S PILOT’S OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.
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Letter from the Editor
M•MOPA

by Jeff Schweitzer

White Sand

Risk Management

An article I published in the November 2007
issue of Twin & Turbine on risk management
generated an interesting response from
readers. Most were positive about my
description of adventure flying across the
Atlantic. However, a few expressed deep
reservations about my decisions, with
one MMOPA member describing himself
as horrified by my actions. He is in good
company. My friends and family often find
themselves sharing that sentiment about
me, evidenced by how often I hear the
phrase, “He is not with us; we have never
met him before.”
The few people who have read my articles
know that I do not share commonly held
views on managing risk. I have been
uneasy for many years with how concepts
of risk management are presented by
national aviation magazines. In my opinion,
which of course is the only one that counts,
the unhappy readers of the Twin & Turbine
article missed or misunderstood some
fundamental concepts, coincidentally the
very ideas that are often overlooked by
the mainstream press. Put bluntly, pilots
have been poorly served by decades of
unrealistic advice that has little practical
value in the real world. The time has come
to shift the discussion toward advice that
accommodates the complications of flying
in a world where absolutes have little role
to play. I offer in this issue my perspective
on how pilots can assess and manage the
risks of aviation in the face of life’s and
nature’s uncertainties. I am sure some
readers will be horrified. But I am used
to that reaction. I’m the guy the arrow is
pointing to on the other T-shirt.
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For years the white beaches and translucent
turquoise waters of the Bahamas have
beckoned me, but I resisted the Siren
song with a combination of lame excuses.
Until recently. In November 2007 my
wife and I flew to Stella Maris on Long
Island, a southern island in the Bahamian
chain. From there we took a day trip to
Great Inagua, which is the furthest island
south, and a stone’s throw from Cuba.
In December we flew to Freeport, Grand
Bahama, a long, tedious trip all of 17
minutes from Palm Beach. The first time
over, we used the services of Air Journey.
As usual, Thierry Pouille was a great help
with his highly organized notebook of
flight plans, weather briefings, charts,
airport information, important contact
numbers and a checklist of entry and exit
procedures. I highly recommend getting
assistance for the first visit, if for no other
reason than to make sure you have in
hand all the properly completed forms for
Customs at both ends. But as with any
endeavor, once you’ve done the trip once,
the mystery is peeled back, and you can
see how easy and painless the process
can be.

Flying the Bahamas is incredibly easy,
fun and rewarding. The aerial view of the
islands at the altitudes we fly is uniquely
spectacular, providing what looks like a
close-up satellite image of the island chain.
While just a short hop from the United
States, landing at any one of the numerous
well-maintained
airports
immediately
transports you into a different world of
island life. The weather is consistently
good; over New Year’s Eve, we were
outside in shorts, enjoying a balmy 70
degrees under clear skies.
One inconvenience is the requirement to
stop at the nearest airport of entry upon
return to the United States. That means
for my wife and me that any return trip
will involve two stops to our home town
of Austin, something I would like to avoid.
Fortunately, a solution is possible. I have
been granted an Overflight Permit from
Customs and Border Patrol, which will
allow me to fly over the nearest port of
entry to a field designated in the permit.
With permit in hand, I will be able to transit
directly from the Bahamas to Mobile,
Alabama, for example, and then from there
to Austin. Convenient!

Stella Maris Beach

If you have ever had the urge to explore the
Bahamas, wait no longer. Our airplanes
are perfectly suited to the geography of
this island country, and the Bahamas are
truly general aviation friendly.

Electronic Logs

Speaking of nasty weather, and I speak of
little else, I recently flew through heavy rain
that seemed to extend the entire distance
between Texas and California. Nothing
threatening, but the sky was sloppy for the
duration. After landing, I went about the
usual business of putting the airplane to
bed. As I was reaching for my prop-locks in
the baggage compartment, I was surprised
to find that everything was soaking wet.
Not damp, but wet as if someone had left
a faucet open at full tilt. The problem is
that I store my aircraft logbooks up there,
and I suddenly had the chilling thought
that those books were now ruined. Yeah,
yeah, I know, but I want to keep the
logbooks in the plane so I have them on
hand whenever I go in for maintenance,
and I like having them out of the way. This
is the first time I have ever experienced a
problem. Anyway, the logs were OK; the
airframe logbook got wet and a few pages
were damaged. In the end everything was
recovered. However, that scare was the

Stella Maris Airport

final straw, and I finally decided to go with
electronic logbooks.
I had been toying with the idea for
years, but never wanted to relinquish my

logbooks for the task of initial scanning. I
could just imagine sending these precious
documents by FedEx for the express
purpose (express purpose...hey, I’m
allowed every now and then) of protecting
against loss only to have them get lost. I
called Doug Stewart at AircraftLogs.com
to discuss my dilemma, and he kindly
suggested that he would come to me so
that my logbooks would never be out of
my possession. Problem solved.
As an aside, I chose AircraftLogs.com, and
could not be happier with the service. But
I do not mean here to endorse them; my
point is to endorse going electronic. Do
the research and find the company that
suits your needs.
The process was completely painless;
Doug and his staff took care of everything.
Folks from the company met me during
one of my100 hour inspections and did all
the scanning on site. I lost no time to the
process at all. Now I have full online access
to all of my pilot, airframe and engine
logbooks, and all of my documents are
securely backed up. The entire database
is searchable. All scheduled maintenance
and pilot currency requirements are on
automated alerts. Data entry following a

Long Island

cont. page 8
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Letter from the Editor
(continued)

flight is fast and easy.
I now sleep better at night with the
knowledge that I can no longer experience
a catastrophic loss of those valuable logs.

New Column

Bob Conrad, author of this magazine’s
popular Views from a JetProp, has cleverly
pulled a Huckleberry Finn. Just as Huck
convinced others to paint his fence, Bob
has now conned others into writing his
column! Well, not quite. He has kindly
opened his space to guest authors,
helping to give voice to a wider range of
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MMOPA members. Contact Bob if you
are interested. In this issue we hear from
Travis Holland, who describes for us his
day trip to Cairo, Egypt.
The volume you are currently holding in
your hand is admittedly a little heavy with
destination articles, but that is a quirk of
editorial scheduling rather than a trend.
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Piper Perspective
Piper Update...Moving Forward
by James K. Bass
President and CEO
The New Piper Aircraft, Inc.

Matrix

When I last updated you on events and
developments at Piper, we had just
unveiled the new Piper Matrix and were
making solid progress in developing the
first PiperJet prototype. Since then, a great
deal has been happening. Press reaction
to the Matrix has been top-notch, and by
the time this column comes out, we will
already have seen several cover stories
featuring in-depth pilot reports about the
Matrix.
As you know, the Matrix is a vital step in the
development of our product line. It adds a
winning element to the PA-46 lineup and
strengthens our company in many different
ways. At the same time, it provides yet
another step for customers who are
looking to move up into pressurized aircraft
like the Piper Mirage and Meridian … and
ultimately, the PiperJet.

PiperJet

On the PiperJet front, we have made a
good deal of progress. When last I wrote
about the jet in these pages, we had just
announced the selection of Garmin as the
avionics manufacturer and completion
of wind-tunnel testing. Currently, we are
finishing work on the fuselage, have
installed the wings and are working hard
to get our proof-of-concept airborne in the
near future.
As you know, a lot of innovation has
gone into the design and development
of the PiperJet, with special attention
paid to factors that came up during our
focus group sessions regarding what
the PiperJet should deliver. Foremost, of
course, is safety.
Single Engine Safety
Since unveiling the PiperJet, a number of
people have asked us why we went with
a single engine. The reason is simple … it
makes sense.
The public perception of single engine

aircraft has dramatically improved over
the last 20 years. Pilots have remained
somewhat reluctant to operate single
engine piston aircraft in heavy IFR
conditions or over inhospitable terrain, but
with technology advancements resulting
in improved reliability, this stigma is pretty
much a thing of the past.
More and more aircraft operators have
opted for a single engine aircraft, primarily
because of turboprop and turbojet/fan
development for lighter aircraft, as well
as significant improvement in pistonengine reliability. Even major airlines rely
on fewer engines than they used to: twin
engine models are the norm today while
in the 1960s and 1970s three or even four
engines were what most airlines used. The
public’s acceptance of “fewer” engines
allows the airline industry to do this. In
the same way, general aviation pilots now
feel that single engine aircraft can safely
transport their passengers and families.
Aircraft sales help prove this point.
A single-engine turbofan aircraft has many
advantages over a twin engine aircraft:
•

Acquisition costs are lower for single
engine jets, simply because the engine
is the single most expensive part. The
simple fact is that one engine is much
less expensive than two.

•

Engine maintenance costs for two
engines are almost twice as expensive
as a single.

•

Fuel burn is less for one larger engine
than for two smaller engines, reducing
cost per mile and total fuel required for
a mission. And, as we all know, less
fuel needed for a mission equals more
available payload.

•

Aircraft insurance is more readily
available for single-engine aircraft, not
to mention less expensive.
cont. page 12 ►
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Piper Perspective
(continued)

market. Even in the event of an extremely
rare engine failure, the PiperJet will provide
unprecedented levels of redundancy and
glide performance to assure the safety of
all on board.
Trailing Link
Another innovative feature the PiperJet will
have is trailing link landing gear designed
to help grease that perfect landing. The
fact is that landing an aircraft is a skill
that passengers most often cite when
assessing a pilot’s capabilities. Most
passengers, for that matter, reserve their
highest praise for pilots who consistently
deliver that smooth, gentle touchdown. To
that end, we are incorporating trailing link
main gear in the PiperJet to ensure that
just-right landing.

•

A single engine aircraft also means
easier operation for the pilot, a primary
goal for Piper designs.

All of these factors
operating costs of
increasing its utility
PiperJet experience
passengers.

work to reduce the
the PiperJet while
and enhancing the
for both pilot and

Significantly improved engine technology
is also the driving force in changing
perspectives about the safety of singleengine aircraft. While customers view
turboprop engines as “almost bullet
proof,” they see turbofan engines as even
more reliable than turboprops. With over
3.3 million hours of operation, the Williams
FJ44 series of engines, the same family
of turbofans that powers the PiperJet,
has recorded an astonishing 1.54 inflight shutdowns for each 100,000 hours
of operations. Moreover, most of these
shutdowns were multi-engine aircraft and
were precautionary. Meanwhile, in-flight
shutdown rates continue to fall as Williams
International improves their FJ44 series
engines.
Should an extremely rare engine failure
occur, the PiperJet will still give pilots a
large safety margin. An amazing 17:1
glide ratio gives a no-wind gliding range
of more than 100 nm and approximately
45 minutes of glide time. The pilot
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consequently has plenty of distance and
time to select a suitable airport at which
to land. More often than not, pilots will be
able to choose from among the best of
many airports within gliding range.
Combining the advantages of a singleengine jet with the latest technology to
increase reliability to new levels has made
the PiperJet, with its single-engine turbofan, one of the safest, easiest to operate
and economical aircraft in the very light jet

Trailing link type systems naturally conform
to bumps, without the sticking often found
in struts. As a result, they allow a smoother
touchdown and rollout and deliver that
smooth-as-silk touch down.
When the field is rough or when there is an
unanticipated obstacle (like a stick or rock)
on the runway, trailing link suspension takes
it in stride, easily addressing topographical
irregularities as the airplane literally “drags”
the wheel over imperfections, rather than
smashing into them. The motion is natural
and effortless, and it’s appreciated through
the airframe, all the way to the seats.

Not only is passenger comfort increased
greatly, but airframe fatigue is reduced.
By absorbing the landing shock in the
gear itself, the airframe sustains less wear
and tear, reducing the need for additional
heavy structure in the airframe to absorb
landings.
John Becker, our Vice President of
Engineering, put it this way: “Because there
is inherently more stroke with trailing-link
suspension, tracking is more-controllable,
making the landing rollout easier and
smoother for the pilot, the passengers,
and the airplane itself.”
Trailing link gear also reduces the
possibility of bouncing on landing. The
system absorbs energy on touchdown,
making each landing a singular event on
each flight.
With better directional control, better
traction, lower airframe stress, and better
bump-absorption, the PiperJet incorporates
all the elements pilots and passengers look
for in a high-performance, luxury jet.

Bright Future

Debut of the Piper Matrix, continuing
progress in development of the PiperJet,
and robust sales mark 2007 and the
beginning of 2008 as a strong time for
Piper. We sold 216 aircraft in 2007, and

while that was slightly less than the year
before, our sales shifted to the higher end
of our model line, which increased our
overall revenue year-over-year.
As 2008 gets underway, we are cautiously
optimistic. We are concerned about the
overall economy, and who wouldn’t be in
the wake of the tumultuous stock market

performance so far this January. We are
still evaluating our site selection candidates
and hope to make a final decision in the
next several months, something that
will further solidify our progress. At the
same time, we have made some strong
additions to our management team,
adding experienced and capable people
in key areas throughout our organization.
We also have been making improvements
in our operations, with emphasis on
streamlined production and assembly
initiatives. With all that, coupled with our
strong model lineup and some interesting
and innovative developments on the
horizon, we have our sights clearly and
optimistically focused on the future.
So watch this space.
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From the moment you get out of bed, every
day, you begin to manage the myriad risks
that threaten your peaceful existence.
You brush your teeth to minimize the risk
of tooth decay. Perhaps you eat a light
breakfast of fruit and whole-grain cereal
to reduce the chance of heart disease.
You might arm your home security system
at night to counter the risk of theft. You
probably diversify your stock portfolio to
offset the risk of a market slide.

Tough Choices

We all make hundreds of decisions every
day to manage the risks of living. We
attempt to make rational choices in a
world of uncertainty and unknowns. We
calculate risk by forecasting the potential
future outcome of today’s action, but with
no reliable models on which to base those
forecasts. The task is difficult.
In fact, risk management is so difficult that
we all do rather badly at the task. If given
a choice between two scenarios in which
you have a 10% chance of dying in one
case or a 90% chance of living in the other,
most of us choose the latter, even though
the two options are identical. A proposal
can be presented as having either a 70%
chance of success or a 30% chance of
failure; the former appears more appealing
but no difference exists between the two.
We bring that same irrationality to our
risk management decisions. All of us
are vulnerable to the trap of believing our
decisions are rational while succumbing
to emotional whims. That is simply the
human condition. Nothing is rational about
our emotional instinct that a 70% chance
to win is better than a 30% chance to lose.
Our decisions are deeply impacted by how
problems are presented to us.

Bad Advice

Unfortunately, I believe mainstream flying magazines have done a poor job
of presenting to us the issue of risk
management in aviation. The risk of flying
is sanitized to a great degree. We all want
to believe that flying is safe, and easily
buy into that message. But more insidious
is the advice we are given, which is often
great in theory under ideal conditions but
of little use in reality.
My favorite admonition is to “never fly
when you are tired.” Well, yes, that would
be great, and by far the safest course of
action. But let’s be real here: half the fleet
would be grounded on any given day if
pilots took that advice to heart. I would
rather hear something more realistic such
as, “The ideal is to fly only when you are

not tired. Flying tired greatly increases
risk, and fatigue is known to be the cause
of many fatal accidents. But if you do fly
tired, here are 5 important considerations
to minimize the excess risk caused by your
fatigue. But have no doubt; your chance
of dying is greater whenever you fly tired
even if you take these precautions.”
The immediate objection is that I would
encourage pilots to fly tired. Nonsense.
Pilots are going to fly fatigued. The only
question is will they have good advice
on how to minimize the risk in that, or be
ignored because we do not condone that
behavior?
I believe we should change the nature
and character of our discussion on risk. I
would like to offer here some thoughts on
how we can better promote safety with a
more realistic approach to accommodate
the real world of flying. We can start by
first breaking risk down into two main
categories, as I define them: inherent and
operational.

Inherent risk

Inherent risk is that caused by our
interactions with the infrastructure of
the physical world. Walking down the
sidewalk on a sunny day has inherent risk;
injury or death can come suddenly from
a car jumping the curb, a brick falling off
the face of a building, or a falling tree. We
can do little to avoid this risk because our
own actions, such as strolling down the
sidewalk, are not immediately causative.
We can however mitigate the risk and
consequences of an injury or untimely
demise on the sidewalk by having good
medical insurance, and life insurance for
the sake of our survivors.
Why focus on this point? Because the act of
flying creates an inherent risk. Even under
the most ideal and benign conditions,
leaving terra firma and cruising along at
200 knots is not equivalent to sitting home
on the couch. I will go one step further.
Flying is inherently dangerous.

Accidents are often portrayed as the result
of pilot error. The statement is perhaps
correct, but contains an embedded
assumption which I believe is wrong. The
assumption is that the pilot was doing
something inherently safe, and then
crashed by taking an unsafe action. But
I believe reality has another twist. The
pilot was doing something inherently risky,
and failed to manage the risk properly.
Those two explanations of the accident
are not equivalent. Which brings us now
to operational risk.

Operational risk

Operational risk is that caused by our
own decisions and actions in pursuit
of a goal or objective. We willingly take
on operational risks by measuring the
anticipated consequences of our actions
against potential gains. On a cold wintry
day of freezing rain, I may still decide to
take that stroll on the sidewalk. We can
choose to take an action that is more
dangerous than not taking that action. I
might risk the slip on ice if I were walking
to an important meeting, but avoid that risk
if I had intended just to go get a cup of
coffee. We have a much greater degree
of control over operational risks. Unlike
with inherent risk, here our decisions and
actions are potentially causative.
Operational risks represent the greatest
threat to safety in aviation. We face these
threats on every flight in every condition at
every airport. Our decision-making itself is
what creates the risk. As an aside, I should
note that general aviation pilots are also
exposed to a greater degree of operational
risks than pilots flying Parts 135 or 121. For
example, we can legally take off in zerozero conditions; we have no duty-cycle
limitations. That freedom places on us a
greater potential for higher operational risk
because we are allowed to make dumb
choices not available to airline pilots.

But good news lies within this terrible tribute to reality. Yes, flying is dangerous
(entails inherent risk), but we have the power
to make aviation safer by recognizing,
and then carefully managing, the risks
inherent to fighting gravity. The strength of
proper training, diligent maintenance and
continuing education can largely overcome
the underlying danger of hurdling through
the air in an aluminum tube.

The presence of a thunderstorm in a
planned flight path represents an inherent
risk of flying in a fluid and unstable
atmosphere. How you act in the face of
that looming line will determine the level of
operational risk. You can reduce the risk
to close to zero (not zero because you
could be struck by lighting on the ramp)
by electing to stay on the ground; you can
virtually ensure your death by deciding to
fly right through a level 5 cell; or you might
choose a level of risk somewhere between
those two extremes by deciding to fly
through a gap in the line.

This perspective is subtly but importantly
different from what we typically read.

cont. page 18 ►
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In making the decision on what risks
to accept, my views differ from the
mainstream. In a recent issue of a major
flying publication, a well-known pilot/author,
for whom I have great respect, offered a
three-part strategy for managing risk. I
want to examine all three because they
offer a good representative of common,
but I believe erroneous, thinking in the
world of aviation. In criticizing the three, I
only mean to expose a general weakness
in our collective approach to risk; I mean
no disrespect to the author.
“First, the pilot must identify something
he values more than the thing by which
he’s being tempted. This thing has to
be very meaningful, not trivial.”
For a mature adult not prone to teenage
antics, the idea of avoiding temptation is
all wrong as a means of managing risk. I
believe that this turns risk management on
its head. Instead, I would ask the following
question: Is the risk commensurate with the
reward? Sometimes extraordinary gains,
should you wish them, justify extraordinary
risk. Sometimes moderate gain warrants
moderate risk. You cannot simply say, with
no context by which to judge, that any
particular decision was justified or not.
Rather than focusing on temptation, what
we need to avoid instead is taking any action
without understanding the associated
risk and its potential consequences; and
we should never take a risk without an
appropriately compensating benefit.

way of effectively countering temptation without making an emo-tional
connection between the things you
value most and the outcome that’s the
worst.”
I could not disagree more; the worst
possible outcome of any flight is death; by
this logic, nobody would ever fly. Clearly,
being dead will always be an unacceptable
consequence against any potential benefit
of flying. This advice is emblematic of
what is printed by mainstream aviation
publications, which give pilots highly
unrealistic criteria for decision-making in
the real world. This is exactly the logic that
leads to unhelpful advice such as, “never
fly when tired.” We must move away from
this approach to risk management; we are
doing pilots no favors by living in a dream
world of false choices.

Sliding Scale

Risk management in the end is an extremely
personal exercise. By that I do not exclude
the obvious that our decisions impact the
lives of others. I mean instead that each of
us brings to the table a different set of life
experiences that has significant influence
on how we see and manage risk. For most
of us, our approach to risk changes over
time with experience, or as our views on
life shift with age.

Finally, we arrive at the author’s third
component of his 3-part risk-management
strategy:

I would like to emphasize the personal
nature of operational risk management
by relating some stories from my past
experiences. Earlier in my aviation career,
but with some instrument time under my
belt, I routinely flew my wife and goof-ball
Golden Retriever in a C182 from Maryland
to Texas, over the Appalachian Mountains
in winter night IMC. The airplane boasted
one old piston engine, one VOR, one AI,
one alternator, one vacuum pump, no
autopilot, and no icing equipment at all.
These were pre-GPS days, but I did have
a Stormscope®. On one particular trip,
in 14 hours of flying I was hand-flying in
the clouds for 13 hours, only seeing the
ground when I broke out at minimums
on my fuel stops. Today I would consider
those flights bordering on suicidal, and
would not undertake those flights for any
reason or any potential gain. Yet I believe
those flights were perfectly reasonable in
the context of my life then, my tolerance
for risk at that point in my life, my quest for
adventure, and the benefits derived from
transporting myself to family in Texas.

“Third, you must ask yourself
whether you’re willing to live with
the consequences of the worst
possible outcome. There’s little or no

I recently flew a single engine turbine
across the unforgiving Atlantic. The
decision to do so was perfectly reasonable,
in that the risks were fully consistent with

“Second, you must identify the
plausible result of doing the thing
you’re tempted to do. This is where
good risk-management and/or aviation
decision-making programs are so
useful.”
Here again the focus on temptation
corrupts the advice on assessing risk.
Rather, we should identify the task, assess
the risks of completing that task, then
evaluate if the anticipated benefits justify
the risk involved. Being “tempted” creates
a false choice between taking a risk and
doing something that is, by implication,
irresponsible. That approach eliminates the
possibility of completing any reasonable
risk/benefit analysis.
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the benefits as perceived by my wife and
me. But if I ever buy a twin turbine, I will
probably look back on that trip with the
same shudder that I do now on the old
C182 excursions. How could I ever cross
the ocean with only one engine?
Even within the context of the trip overseas,
I made decisions that would be wrong for
other pilots but fine for me. Not because of
any difference in skill levels, but because
we are at different places in our lives in how
we assess and manage risk. Some people
climb Mount Everest because for them the
high risk of dying while trying to reach
the summit is clearly worth the chance to
stand on top of the world. For me that is
nuts, but for them perfectly reasonable.
I decided to scud run down the fjord to
Narsarsuaq, Greenland, in deteriorating
weather on my way across the Atlantic
last year. I did so for the same reason
climbers attack Everest; I understood the
risk, knew the flight was dangerous, but
decided quite deliberately that the risk was
worth the reward. Many pilots would view
that decision with horror or disdain. For
them, the benefits would not be deemed
sufficiently grand to warrant the risk. That
is simply the personal nature of operational
risk.

Weather Risks

The most obvious operational risks in
aviation concern weather avoidance. I fly
with a Stormscope®, on-board RDR-2000
radar, NEXRAD, and three GPS moving
maps, one with a separate independent
battery source. I will not fly IMC unless all
of that equipment is fully functional. I know
pilots still who fly IMC without NEXRAD,
which to me is certifiably crazy, but to
them fully justifiable. I can understand
that, because I flew without any weather
avoidance equipment for about 2000 hours.
I just will not do that now; another example
where life experience and shifting priorities
impact risk management decisions.
With all systems go, I am quite aggressive
in circumnavigating thunderstorms. The
key for me is to use all the equipment as
a means of avoiding CBs, rather than a
tool for any type of storm penetration. If
a line looks particular mean and dense,
and too extensive to fly around, I will
approach as close to the line as prudence
allows. Often while enroute to the line a
sufficiently large hole will open, or one end
of the line will dissipate to allow passage
around one boundary of the storm. But
often not. My wife and I recently returned
from Stella Maris in the Bahamas, and
faced a solid, unmoving nasty line of cells
pummeling Louisiana and Mississippi.

The line extended all the way to the Great
Lakes and well into the Gulf. I had no hope
of flying around the northern or southern
edge of the storm. The only choice was
to go through the line if a gap presented
itself. None did. We spent 12 hours in
Mobile, Alabama, waiting for the darn
storm to budge just a little east. If only I
had a penny for every time I went to the
Flight Planning room to look at radar and
forecasts over those long 12 hours.
Finally, at 4:00 am, the worst was east of
our position, and we took off for the flight
home to Austin. I took off into heavy IMC,
but no convection. So here is an interesting
juxtaposition of risk management decisions. I grounded us due to weather,
but then departed, with a void clearance
since the tower was closed, at night, after
sleeping a few hours in an FBO lounge
chair, into low ceilings and rain. Both of
those decisions make perfect sense to
me given my evaluation of my own level
of fatigue, experience in IMC, familiarity
with my airplane and panel, low terrain,
and improving weather to the west. I know
other pilots would view that as nuts.
I provide these vignettes to emphasize

as strongly as possible the personal
nature of operational risk management.
My decisions are neither right nor wrong
measured against any generic metric; only
right or wrong for me. That same is true
for you.
With some irony, I sit here writing this while
I should be flying. Alas, a severe winter
storm is currently pounding Oklahoma and
southern Kansas with freezing rain, snow
and sleet, directly impeding my route
north. The storm knocked out power for
1 million people, and is still going strong.
In this case, for me, freezing rain trumps
all other elements of risk assessment.
I view freezing rain with the same
trepidation as I do the idea of penetrating
a thunderstorm; to be avoided at all costs
in all circumstances at all times. My risk
management decision has grounded me
today, but others made a different choice.
That is evident by tracking FlightAware. I
suspect those pilots have made a good
choice, weighing risk versus benefit in a
way that makes sense to them.

idea is to recognize risk, reduce potential
danger to the extent possible, and mitigate
that which cannot be avoided. So here
is my advice, all yours for free, the only
price that my thoughts command on
the open market: for any contemplated
activity, you should study, evaluate and
understand the nature and extent of the
associated risk. Then determine if the
potential risk meets the gold standard: Is
the risk commensurate with the reward? If
the answer to that critical question is yes,
then I believe the risk can be justified. You
may still choose not to take the risk, but
at least you know that the option is viable.
Let us never confuse risk management
with risk avoidance; two entirely different
approaches to life and to aviation.

Gold Standard

Risk management does not mean in the
real world eliminating risk; rather the
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Note from the President
MMOPA status and goals
by Jim Yankaskas

It is a pleasure, and a bit of a surprise,
to compose my ninth quarterly report
as MMOPA president. I am honored
to continue this work. I look forward to
serving you and the organization, and to
improving MMOPA’s activities and member
benefits.
MMOPA is in excellent condition. We
have grown steadily, and now exceed 900
members. MMOPA is in sound financial
condition. The PA-46 fleet of over 1000 airplanes is growing. Current problems are
far less daunting than the in-flight breakups that severely impaired operations, and
led to the 1991 formation of the Malibu
Coalition and MMOPA. My opportunity to
serve a second term arose when external
issues deterred all of the candidates
with experience on the MMOPA Board. I
welcome the opportunity to continue the
tasks that I identified in 2005, and describe
in more detail below.

More Benefits

In the eleven years during which I have
been a member, I have been privileged
to see the sequential improvements and
growth in member benefits.
The annual convention has been the
centerpiece of our educational activities,
and its academic programs have set
progressively
higher
standards
of
quality and value. The current academic
committee, headed by Doug Leet, has
focused on PA46-relevant themes, recruited top-level aviation university
professors, and earned rave reviews from
the attendees.
Our magazine is the quality standard of its
class. Editor Jeff Schweitzer has recruited
fine authors, added articles pertinent to
the growing capabilities of our fleet, and
maintains impeccable editorial integrity.
While doing this, Jeff transitioned the
magazine from an MMOPA-subsidized
venture to a fully self-supported member
benefit.
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Lew Donzis developed our website, guided
the site’s maturation, and transitioned the
site from a MMOPA-supported member
benefit to one that is completely selfsupported. Tom Kieffer took over the
website in 2007, and is making our web
presence even better. Easy access to
our current and prior magazine issues,
accident reports, aviation links, and forums
are some of my favorite website benefits.
Dave Coats, Mark Swatek and Mona
Rathmel developed the Malibu/Mirage
Safety and Training Foundation (M/
MS&TF), which provides outstanding
ground and flight training for members in
small groups. These sessions supplement
regular proficiency training and the
annual academic program, and lead to
significant insurance discounts for many
members. Mona does the lion’s share
of the organizational work for M/MS&TF
programs that now span North America.
The Foundation has successfully expanded
to include maintenance and international
sessions. I agree with the hundreds of other
participants who recognize that this is one
of MMOPA’s greatest member benefits.
The M/MS&TF started an endowment
campaign at our 2005 Groton Convention
to help make this benefit self-sustaining.
It was a pleasure to make my December
contribution to that worthy fund.
We have all enjoyed the benefits of sharing
our experiences and problems with other
members to help make our airplanes
better, and our flying activities safer. The
friendships and camaraderie among
MMOPA members are some of the best
member benefits.

Volunteers

MMOPA and its members enjoy fine
leadership from an ever-growing number
of committed volunteers. Vice President
Richard Geist, with his excellent organization skills, led the 2005 revision of
our by-laws, and helps keep us focused
on the most important issues. Doug Leet

graduated from president to immediate
past president and to the convention’s
academic chair. Mona Rathmel continues
to serve as secretary and treasurer. Larry
Johnson, John Kihm, Don Lockard, Jeff
Schweitzer, and Jon Sisk round out the
current Board. Former Board member
Russ Caauwe serves as Executive Director.
Former Board member and past-president
Bill Alberts serves as our convention
coordinator. Board members are now
recruited from those who helped with
MMOPA functions in some way, and who
represent the aircraft types in our fleet.
Everybody contributes regularly through
work on subcommittees, conference
calls, the spring Board meeting, and the
convention. Working with such a talented
and committed team is truly enjoyable.

Goals

My primary goals for the coming
two years are to continue to improve
MMOPA’s major activities, and to further
enhance member benefits. As MMOPA’s
activities have expanded, we have used
subcommittees to work on individual
issues and to guide the entire Board. We
have a good working relationship with Jim
Bass, Piper’s President and CEO, and
with our other major manufacturers. This
reflects the philosophy that we can use
these relationships to work productively
on mutual interests, regardless of some
distinct and different goals. My third major
goal is to continue to involve more members
in MMOPA activities. The opportunities
abound, and many members have already
contacted me with offers to help. I plan
to accept all these offers, in ways that
mesh individual expertise and interests
with MMOPA’s needs. I look forward to
knowing most MMOPA members, and to
working closely with many of you.

President’s Award

MMOPA was founded as, and remains
today, a volunteer organization.
The
group’s accomplishments, successes

and benefits are due to the combined
efforts of many individuals, members and
non-members alike. In 2004, the board
established the President’s Award to
recognize one such exemplary individual
each year, as a token of thanks, and to
demonstrate our appreciation for the
values that our organization esteems.
Our choices in prior years appropriately
recognized these outstanding individuals
and contributions:
2004

Dave Coats
Development of the Malibu/
Mirage Safety and Training
Foundation

2005

John Mariani
Outstanding pilot and aviation
educator

2006

Kevin Mead
Outstanding maintenance
leadership

I chose to honor Johnny Foster with
the 2007 President’s Award to recognize
his expert technical input. Johnny is a
North Carolina native and a graduate
of Wake Forest University. He has been
an employee for many years with, and is
now the president of, SkyTech, a Piper
distributor at Martin State Airport (MTN) in
Baltimore. Johnny was a charter MMOPA
member and Board member, on which he
served for 8 years. His “Malibu Coalition
Report” in Volume 1, Issue 1 of the MalibuMirage Magazine documents our origins
thoroughly. He has continued to provide
essential technical information and
guidance on a series of complex issues.
His observations and recommendations
are always objective, logical, and organized to support the best interests of
MMOPA and its members.
We have
benefited from his input on a series of
engine, airframe, and industry issues. His

knowledge of general aviation, the details of
Piper operations and of the PA-46, and his
thoughtful explanations and discussions
have been inspirational. His expertise,
objectivity, clear communications, and
commitment to MMOPA are a model for
all of us. Kudos and thanks to Johnny
Foster.
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Aviation News
by Doug Leet
Douglas Leet studied at Michigan State University and received his M.D. degree from The University
of Chicago. Internship, residency and fellowship in General Surgery and Urology followed in Chapel
Hill at The University of North Carolina. He practices Urology in Raleigh, specializing in pediatric and
microsurgery, female urology and oncology. Flying was always just a dream until 1978, when he began
early morning lessons before work during his fellowship in general surgery. Thirty days later, with nearly
continuous ground school, he had his private certificate. Doug bought a 1964 Mooney M20E shortly
thereafter and obtained his instrument ticket in 1980. The M20E was sold for an M20K (turbo), and
finally the ultimate flying machine, his 1984 Malibu. Doug’s flying experiences expand across all of North
America and into the Southern Caribbean.

Listed below are the three reported PA46
accidents in the last four month period,
none of which caused injuries or fatalities.
This is preliminary information, subject
to change, and may contain errors. Any
errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
NTSB Identification: MIA07WA156
14 CFR Non-U.S., Non-Commercial
Accident occurred Sunday, September
23, 2007 in Bergamo, Italy
Aircraft: Piper PA-46-350, registration:
I-BSAB
Injuries: 4 Uninjured.
On September 23, 2007, at about 0810
UTC, a Piper PA-46-350, Italian registration
I-BSAB, registered to Malibu L.P. and
operated by an individual, lost engine power
during takeoff at the Orio Al Serio Airport,
Bergamo, Italy. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed and no flight plan was
filed. The pilot and the three passengers
were not injured, and the airplane incurred
substantial damage. The flight was
originating at the time of the accident.
According to information obtained from
the Agenzia Nazionale per la Sicurezza
del Volo (ANSV) of Italy, during the first
stage of climb, after takeoff, the engine
had a sudden loss of power. The airplane
reduced speed and altitude to a pre-stall
condition. The pilot, at this point, elected
to land on the grass on the left side of
the runway. The airplane landed with
the landing gear in the up position and
incurred damages before coming to a stop.
This report is for informational purposes
only, and contains information released
for or obtained by the Government of Italy.
The investigation is under the jurisdiction
of the Government of Italy. Any further
information can be obtained from:
Agenzia Nazionale per la Sicurezza del
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Volo (ANSV)
Via A. Benigni, 53
00156-Roma-Italy
Telephone: 0682078206
Fax: 068273672
e-mail: info@ansv.it
NTSB Identification: MIA08LA009
14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred Thursday, October 11,
2007 in Atlanta, GA
Aircraft: Piper PA-46-310P, registration:
N383SA
Injuries: 3 Uninjured.
On October 11, 2007, about 1642 eastern
daylight time, a Piper PA-46-310P, N383SA,
registered to and operated by Striking Flight
Services, Inc., experienced collapse of the
nose landing gear during the landing roll at
DeKalb-Peachtree Airport (PDK), Atlanta,
Georgia. Visual meteorological conditions
prevailed at the time and an instrument
flight rules flight plan was filed for the 14
CFR Part 91 personal flight from Augusta
Regional Airport at Bush Field (KAGS),
Augusta, Georgia, to PDK. The airplane
was substantially damaged and the pilot
and 2 passengers were not injured. The
flight originated about 1535, from KAGS.
The pilot stated that when the flight was
near the destination airport he listened to
the automated terminal information service
(ATIS) which indicated the wind was from
330 degrees at 14 knots with gusts to
16 knots. The flight proceeded to the
destination airport where he entered the
traffic pattern for runway 2R. He lowered
the landing gear during the downwind leg,
turned base then final, and while on final
approach requested a wind check. He was
advised that the wind was from 320 degrees
at 6 knots. The flight continued and touched
down first on the main landing gears, then
he lowered the nose landing gear to the
runway. The airplane “...began to pull to
the left violently and uncontrollably for no

apparent reason.” He applied right rudder
input but the airplane traveled off the left
side of the runway onto grass, and came
to rest upright but in a nose-low attitude.
Preliminary examination of the airplane
by an FAA inspector revealed the nose
landing gear trunnion was fractured.
NTSB Identification: DEN08IA044
14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Incident occurred Wednesday, December
26, 2007 in Aspen, CO
Aircraft: Piper PA-46-310P, registration:
N47BC
Injuries: 4 Uninjured.
On December 26, 2007, at 1002 Mountain
Standard Time, a Piper PA-46-310P,
N47BC, piloted by an Airline Transport Pilot,
experienced an engine crankshaft failure
and subsequent propeller separation,
approximately 12.5 miles east of the
Aspen/Pitkin County Airport (ASE), Aspen,
Colorado. The personal flight was being
operated on an instrument flight rules flight
plan from ASE to Denver, Colorado, under
the provisions of Title 14 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 91. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed. The pilot and three
passengers were not injured and the
airplane sustained minor damage. The
flight departed ASE approximately 0945.
The pilot said that on climb out passing
16,000 feet, he began to notice oil droplets
forming on his windscreen. On seeing
the oil, he contacted Aspen Approach,
declared an emergency, and began a
standard rate, 180-degree turn, back to
the airport. He said the turn took about a
minute. Just as he’d completed the turn,
he heard a “boom” felt a shutter, and then
his whole windscreen was covered with oil.
The pilot said he may have noted a pitch
up with the bang, but he immediately got
on the best glide speed, 90 knots, and
began retracing his ground track back to

the airport. The pilot said everything on
the airplane continued to work. He had
electrics, could navigate and got the gear
down.

mount. A few reports indicate incomplete
wheel rotation on the final extension. Has
this happened with the pistons? These are
all questions that need to be addressed.

The pilot said because he knew the Aspen
area well, he was able to navigate and
set up for a dead stick landing. He said
he could see the runway through the
oil on his windscreen as a dark blur in
the surrounding snow. He said he kept
his speed up as he didn’t want to land
short. Once he got close to the runway,
he looked out the side windows to judge
the flare and touchdown. He said he just
wanted to keep the airplane in the center
of the runway. He rolled out to the end of
the runway and turned off on to the taxiway
before stopping. The pilot said it was only
when he was on the ground and one of the
responding firemen informed him that he
realized he didn’t have a propeller.

The third accident exemplifies good piloting
and a little good luck. First, the plane was
still near the airport within gliding distance.
Second, the CG was not critically affected
with the weight loss, leaving the pilot with
a maneuverable (controllable) aircraft.
Having the passengers in the back was
fortunate. I often fly near the forward CG
with no rear passengers. Without the prop
and passengers, the CG may shift forward
making it impossible to trim the nose.

An examination of the airplane showed
minor damage to the front of the cowling.
The engine showed the crankshaft fractured aft of the flange. The propeller and
spinner, and the front part of the crankshaft
were missing. No other damage to the
airplane was found. The engine was
retained for further examination.

Let’s hope my next report is equally
benign.

Emergency Checklists

On a personal note, I have an incident
to report involving our N4372B, a 1984
PA-46-310P. On climb out from RDU at
200 feet, I heard and felt a “boom.” The
hydraulic pressure went to zero. I declared
the incident to the RDU control tower
and requested to land immediately. Jim

Yankaskas was in the copilot seat. He
explained what we knew to the tower, and
we were cleared to land on the runway of
our choice. At this point, I did not assume I
knew the total problem; I thought we could
have lost the hydraulic pressure because of
another primary problem and was anxious
to get back on the ground. We selected
the long runway 23L, which is 7500 feet.
Then, Jim said “Pull out the emergency
checklist.” We did, from our side pocket.
Following the “Hydraulic Pressure Lost”
checklist, we extended the gear, pulled
the circuit breaker, got three greens, and
landed long without the flaps. As we pulled
up to the hangar, I was expecting a blown
hydraulic line. No such luck. The hydraulic
pump reservoir had shattered, dumping
all the oil into the rear pressure bulkhead.
Why am I telling you this? The checklist is
the important issue. If you do not have a
set of checklists, get them laminated and
keep the set handy in the cockpit.

Accident Synopsis and Commentary

This job certainly appears to be getting
easier. The first accident does not give
us enough information to analyze. Was it
engine failure? Fuel contamination leading
to engine failure? Luckily, the pilot was
near the runway and landed on the grass,
though gear-up with controlled flight.
Would there have been less damage with
the gear down? Did he have enough time
to lower the gear? All conjecture, though
thought provoking.
The second accident is a common theme
reproduced too often. The MMOPA
Board has taken this subject to heart
and is exploring the issue with a panel of
engineers. I suspect that this is a multicause issue as described by Chad Menne
on our website. The piston powered
aircraft are most susceptible to damage
from towing, resulting in engine mount
and trunnion damage. There probably is
no airframe, mount or trunnion that can
stand up to a tug with a careless handler.
However, some of the newer mount designs
are improved. The turbines issues appear
to be more with the tire, air pressure or tire
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Views from a JetProp
Quick Visit to a Great Wonder of the World
by Travis Holland
Guest Author Travis Holland provides ferry and training services for PA46 aircraft in the USA,
Canada and Europe. You can visit his web site at www.holland.aero.

Following a week in Europe to offer an
intense block of initial and recurrent
training, the ancient pyramids of Egypt
began to call my name. After a brief
Google search I ended up corresponding
with Z Aviation, one of two FBOs at the
Cairo Airport (HECA). Outside of North
America, FBOs are not that common, so I
felt blessed to have two competing for my
business.

Model of Efficiency…

My traveling companion would be
Vincenzo “Enzo” Motolese, an Italian pilot
with whom I had been training in N92819,
which he has owned since July 2007. Our
first leg to Corfu (LGKR) for some en-route
fuel was uneventful, but I was reminded
immediately of the contrast between flying
in the EU and United States. In Europe
a “quick turn” means you will be on the
ground for more than an hour in the best
of circumstances. In Corfu, we parked the
plane, waited for the 100 passenger bus
to transport the two of us to the terminal,
went to the airport office, filled out several
forms, and paid the 7.66 Euro landing fee.
Then we waited in line 10 minutes behind
grouchy stranded airline customers to pay
a 25 Euro handling fee. From there we went
through security, to the bus, to the plane,
where we began our wait for jet fuel. Ten
minutes later a van came by and accepted
our fuel order with a promise to return,
but not before a mandatory coffee break.
Fueled with coffee, he eventually returned
and fueled us. He then had to drive us to
the fuel office to accept payment.

…Compared to Egypt

Only upon our arrival in Cairo did events
begin to diverge from my carefully scripted
and planned trip. After a standard ILS
05R approach to HECA in hazy but clear
conditions, we taxied to the general
aviation ramp area, off of taxiway Quebec.
So far so good. Ground control asked us
to hold short of the ramp until a “follow
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me” car could guide us to the parking
spot. Outside of North America, following
those guide cars is mandatory when
provided. Two armed security personnel,
who were present on the ramp after shut
down, reminded us of that fact. Although
the gun-toting line personnel did not speak
English, or smile, the two did wave their
weapons in our direction when speaking
in Arabic to the “marshaller” in the car.
Needless to say we refrained from making
any sudden moves.
After shut down, the marshaller asked us
who our handler was, which was a bit of a
shock as I expected him to be that person.
Oops. Fortunately, an airport operations
officer saw us taxiing in without a handler
and sped over to save the day. A phone
call to the actual handler alerted him to our
presence, and after 10 long minutes a van
showed up to escort us off the ramp area.
We were driven across the airport to the

General Aviation arrival hall. There we saw
our call sign and city of origin prominently
displayed, along with no others, on a large
electronic display board above an airlinesized baggage claim area, complete
with carousel. At least 30 airport and
security personnel were present, greatly
outnumbering our crew of just two. Our
handler disappeared with our passports,
which was a bit disconcerting. But just 10
minutes later we were cleared into Egypt.
Off we went to the handler’s office to work
out our tourism plans. There we met with
our travel agents and Mustafa, who was to
be our driver and escort during our time
in Cairo.

Vehicular Chaos

We would soon see how important a
dedicated Arabic escort would be to life and
limb. Traffic was the first surprise in Cairo,
and a good lesson in risk management, so
appropriate to the theme of this issue. For a
city of 25 million, I certainly expected heavy

Built in the 1970’s, the hotel was an exact
replica of the Wichita Hilton, right down
to the beige rotary dial telephones. Even
27 floors above the fray, I could hear a
constant cacophony of horns as cars five
abreast battled over three lanes on the
busy road below.

Ancient Wonder

traffic, but I was completely unprepared
for the vehicular chaos we witnessed.
The lines marking the boundary between
lanes are used for decoration only, as
five lines of traffic pack themselves into a
three lane road. The horn is a mandatory
safety equipment item, employed much
as brake lights are in North America, used
to announce the imminent impact with
another vehicle. Headlights are never used
except when passing; emergency flashers
are turned on each time braking is applied
for more than a second or two.

the desk agent and our handler. Never
lose your handler’s business card. We
learned that Mustafa had brought us to the
wrong Hilton. Luckily, in Cairo your driver
is always nearby, and so he soon drove
us a few blocks to the Ramses Hilton.

We found Mustafa waiting in the lobby the
following morning, ready to drive us to the
Giza Pyramids. About 45 minutes outside
of Cairo, past partially-built apartment
buildings and patches of shanty-town
housing, we arrived at Giza, a poor suburb
of the capital. Mustafa took us to see the
tour company, where an imposingly large
man explained in an odd mixture of English,
Italian and German what our tour options
were, all involving horses and camels. We
could have the small tour, the medium tour
or the “very big tour,” which of course was
the best, and not coincidentally, the highest
priced. Enzo quickly grasped the haggling
nature of the discussion, leaving me in the
dust. A few minutes later we were off on
the very big tour for about half the initially
quoted price for the medium jaunt. Our
guide rode his own horse, while a 10 year
old boy led my horse and Enzo’s camel
into the desert.

In the midst of this madness, local taxis
and buses stop anywhere and everywhere
to pick up and discharge their occupants,
with newly disgorged pedestrians weaving
blithely in and out of the moving traffic.
In one surreal scene we saw a lone
traffic police officer, precariously perched
between lanes of a large roundabout,
armed only with a whistle. He looked
mostly bewildered and was certainly having
absolutely no influence on the traffic, all at
great risk to his own safety.
After 40 minutes of mayhem, Mustafa
pulled up to the Nile Hilton, where the
car was promptly sniffed by bomb dogs.
The check-in desk knew nothing of our
arrival. The mystery was solved in a
short telephone conversation between
cont. page 28 ►
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Views from a JetProp
(continued)

then decided he might best keep us in his
sights for the remainder of the afternoon.
For evening entertainment, our handler
had arranged a dinner cruise on the Nile.
As the cruise began, we endured 1970s
rock tunes poorly done. I was distressed a
bit that I traveled half way around the globe
only to find bad casino entertainment.
Luckily, after just a few songs, the music
turned local. For the next few hours we
admired the singing and dancing of Cairo
as we exhaustedly reflected on the big day
behind us.

Hurry Up and Wait

The Gauntlet

Several times en-route, numerous folks, in
and out of police uniforms, approached us
for money. Each time the tour guide would
argue with them in Arabic for a minute or
so, and they would back off. Once in the
area of the pyramids, more folks would
come up for various reasons. The tour
guide warned us that any involvement
with them would result in their demand for
money, so we kept our distance. Once,
however, during a trek away from the
pyramids to gain some perspective for a
photo, we did buy a couple of cold drinks
from a man who kept cases of Coke on ice,
on his donkey, for parched tourists just like
us.
The tour guides understood the power of
the heat of the sun. They kept us going
back and forth between the desert lookouts and the pyramids until we had our fill
of the sun and sand, of which there was no
shortage. We were ready to terminate our
price-fixed journey. No tour of the pyramids
is apparently complete until a strong pitch
is made to purchase some aromatic oils.
But we successfully fought off the urge to
succumb to this mercantile opportunity
and headed back toward Cairo. Mustafa
was set to drop us at the Cairo Bazaar,
but we were invited into a huge mosque
by a passerby after Mustafa let us out of
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his car. He sensed trouble and quickly
doubled back to retrieve us. After just
10 minutes in the mosque, the passerby
insisted on a $40 “admission fee” to the
mosque, even though mosques charge
no such fees. Mustafa came on scene
and soon put in place this enterprising,
if unscrupulous, mosque tour guide. He

In the morning, we departed for the airport
with Mustafa. We had grown a bit attached
to the fellow, but I am sure he was glad to
be rid of his clueless charges. The VIP hall
at the Cairo airport worked the same way
as arrival but in reverse. Again we were the
only flight listed on the computer screens,
all in the presence of a few dozen security
personnel. Once again our passports
disappeared, returning shortly thereafter
with the proper stamps. In our van going
out to the aircraft, we came to complete
stop on the ramp, along with a sea of other
airport vehicles. Luggage carts, catering
trucks and fuel trucks were stopped in
front of a sea of security personnel, with
no explanation offered. After a couple of
moments I gently inquired as to the nature

of the delay and was informed that the
President of Iraq was preparing to depart.
We would be holding our position until his
airplane taxied out in front of us.
That small inconvenience aside, we soon
departed Cairo for Crete, Greece. After a
Greek quick turn of 75 minutes, we were
headed back to Italy to complete our trip.
In less than two hours, at FL270, our Egypt
trek would be history. At the top of the
climb we traded notes on our observations
and discussed plans for future trips. But as
we entered some alto-cumulus at FL270
my mind went back to the sig-prog chart,
which had showed a weak trough line
across our route.

Embedded Boomers

The ominous preamble was the signature
splattering of super cooled liquid droplets,
followed quickly by a windshield obscured
with ice. Turbulence was not far behind.
I disconnected the autopilot, chopped the
power, and dropped the landing gear. By
the time the gear extended we were passing

FL 285 on the wings of an impressive
updraft, until the altimeter unwound to
FL250.
Although the turbulence was
moderate, the altimeter really told the
story. I told center we were deviating.
While ATC’s initial response predictably
was, “you need to ask permission before
deviating,” I quickly disabused them of
that fallacy. I straightened them out with
“embedded Charlie Bravo unable, request
FL280.” As we approached FL280 we
were not yet VMC, so I requested FL290.
“Negative RVSM” was the comeback.
Ignoring that, I then requested FL300. This
still did not get us to VMC, but we could
see the halo of the sun through the tops.
On this leg, 14CFR91.3, which provides
for PIC emergency authority to exceed the
certified ceiling operating limitation, was
sure useful.
After about 10 minutes we crossed the
trough and popped out of the clouds to
see vertically developed CBs displayed
60 degrees along both sides of our route.
The tops were below us from our perch

at FL300, but definitely reached into the
high twenties. We stayed high for a few
minutes and then descended back down
to FL270 and zigzagged across the open
water around the cells. The area of CBs
extended almost all the way to the Italian
shoreline, where the weather finally cleared
out. We were able to descend and land in
Grottalie, Enzo’s home town, on a runway
that showed clear signs of some heavy
rain shortly before our arrival.
With the airplane safely in the hangar,
Enzo drove me to the commercial airport,
and I flew off to another European client.
Three countries, three pyramids, and
one embedded cell made for an exciting
JetProp adventure.
Guest Authors are welcome to submit
JetProp articles to malibubob@earthlink.
net
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Meridian!
The First Time
by Jonathan Lones
Jonathan’s passion for aviation began in early childhood when his father would take him to the
airport to watch airplanes take off and land. Always looking skyward when a plane flew overhead,
he dreamed of a career in aviation someday. That dream came true in 1999 when he joined
Flightline Group and began selling Pipers. In 2003, Flightline Group’s aircraft sales department
expanded and was renamed SouthEast Piper. Today, Jonathan is vice president of SouthEast Piper
and can be contacted via e-mail at jonathan@sepiper.com

Farewell, Doug

I have known the originator of this column,
Doug Pendleton, since he first began
selling Pipers for Signature Combs Aircraft
Sales back in 2000. Since 2003, I have had
the privilege of working along side him at
SouthEast Piper. This past December, Doug
accepted a position with Piper Financial
Services (PFS), which was opening a
new southeastern sales office. Doug is a
consummate professional, and his addition
to the PFS team ushers in a new era of
personalized customer service. Doug can
now be reached at (866) 427-4737 or via
e-mail at doug@piperloans.com.

well. My name is Jonathan Lones. I am
vice president of SouthEast Piper. I joined
SouthEast Piper’s parent company,
Flightline Group, in May 1999, just one
month prior to their appointment as
a (New) Piper Aircraft dealer. Later that
year, I joined the fledgling aircraft sales
department. I have subsequently held
various positions within the company
before assuming the role of vice president last spring. I am blessed to work with
many talented people who have a wealth
of experience in selling and servicing Piper
aircraft. At the end of this column, I will
introduce you to one of them.

Transition

You Never Forget Your First Time…

Doug’s last column focused on transitioning from a Mirage to a Meridian. This
quarter’s installment is a transition as

No, I’m not referring to that first time. My
first flight in a small airplane took place the
summer after my initial year in college. The

plane was a lowly, well-worn Cessna 152,
but to me that flying machine was a thing
of beauty. The aircraft was capable of
slipping the surly bonds of earth and lifting
its occupants into the wild blue yonder. That
brief flight, which only lasted eight-tenths
of an hour according to the Hobbs meter,
will forever remain a cherished memory,
not unlike another first flight I experienced
several years later.
When Piper announced the Meridian in the
late 1990s, I remember being captivated
by the aircraft’s sleek lines and impressive
performance numbers. Some planes just
look “right” and the Meridian is one of
them. After his first demonstration flight,
Mac McClellan, editor-in-chief of FLYING,
described the Meridian at the time as “the
most exciting personal airplane.” Yes, I
am biased, of course, but I agree with Mac
100%.
I joined the aircraft sales department
about a year before the Meridian received
the type certificate from the FAA. During
this time few individuals outside the flight
test program had an opportunity to fly
the Meridian. Our first aircraft was S/N
4697011, which was the ninth production
Meridian (the first two were prototypes).
The delivery was scheduled for midDecember, and I dearly wanted to attend
the festivities. Unfortunately, I was unable
to due to a scheduling conflict, so while
everyone else gathered at the factory
in Vero Beach, I helped deliver a new
Saratoga II HP to an anxiously awaiting
customer in Louisiana. Not a bad day to
be sure, but my heart was elsewhere.

First Flight
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A few weeks later I finally got my first
flight in a Meridian. The new owner, Dr.
William “Bucky” Wood, stopped into
our FBO in Tallahassee to show off his
new ride after completing his SimCom
training. Bucky chose a simple color
scheme for his Meridian: black stripes

owners will remember David from his
years at Piper Aircraft, where he was the
Meridian project manager for the sales
department. David introduced many of the
original Meridian owners to their aircraft. In
fact, David delivered N67BW to Dr. Wood.
In early 2003, David joined SouthEast Piper
and opened our Vero Beach sales office.
A graduate of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University, David has been a pilot for more
than 20 years; he is also a licensed A&P
mechanic. Combining his love of aviation
with his years of factory experience, David
has been highly successful selling Pipers
over the past five years. In the next issue,
David will begin sharing some of his
experiences with you. I can think of no one
more qualified to carry on the Meridian!
torch.

Dr. Woods takes delivery
over a cream base. The finished result
was understated elegance. At factory
delivery, our president, Danny Langston,
snapped a photo of N67BW basking in all
its glory in the afternoon sunlight. To me,
that photograph really captures the true
essence of the Meridian. In December
2000, a Meridian was a rare sight and
everybody at the FBO wanted to check out
the latest addition to the Piper family. That
afternoon Bucky gave me my first ride in
a Meridian and I still vividly remember the
sights and sounds from that great day.
One of the visuals etched into my mind
was the sight of the Meggitt MAGIC
EFIS system. Remember this was a few
years before glass panel displays were
commonplace in GA aircraft. The Meridian
cockpit looked like the flight deck of a
777. Ah, but the most visceral sensation
that day, and one that still excites me
today, was the sound of the powerful PT6
turboprop spooling up against the sharp
“tick-tick-tick” of the igniters firing, an aural
sensation that speaks to the heart of every
pilot. Of course, the best part was actually
flying in a Meridian for the first time and
experiencing its power firsthand. What a
tremendous thrill.

Passing the Torch

I mentioned earlier that one of the best
parts of my job is being able to work along
side some great people. One such person
is David Naugle, regional sales manager of
our Vero Beach sales office. Early Meridian
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Issues and Answers
by Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over twenty-five years and has instructed in the Malibu since 1988 when she
worked for the Piper Training Center. Subsequently, she was Eastern Region Sales Director and Malibu
Mirage demonstration pilot for Piper Aircraft. Mary was also co-founder and owner of Attitudes International, Ins., The New Piper Aircraft’s exclusively approved training school for Malibus, from 1991 - 1998.
Mary urrently provides Malibu-Mirage and Jet Prop training through Eclipse International, Inc. in St.
Petersburg, Florida. Mary holds ATP, CFII, and MEI certificates, and is type rated in the Cessna Citation.
She also has a BA from Northwestern University and an MBA from the University of Illinois.
Mary may be reached at 727.822.1611.

b.

With the focus of the magazine this
month on risk management, including
overcoming troubles with engines and
weather, this column addresses aircraft
gliding performance and strategies when
encountering an engine out. Many of
the questions below have more than one
correct answer.

c.
d.
e.

Minimum sink rate speed is
higher.
It is the same.
Best glide speed will result in the
longest distance traveled.
Minimum sink rate will result in
the longest distance traveled.

c.
d.

8.

Given the same scenario as in question
7 above, which aircraft will arrive first?
a. The lighter will arrive first.
b. The heavier will arrive first.
c. They will both arrive at the same
time.

9.

Gliding into a wind using best
glide speed impacts which of the
following?
a. ground speed
b. airspeed
c. distance traveled
d. Lift/Drag ratio

Questions
1.

2.

3.

4.

What forces are acting on a gliding
aircraft with the engine shut down?
a. Lift
b. Drag
c. Thrust
d. Weight
e. Angle of attack

What factors affect glide
performance?
a. Weight
b. Angle of attack
c. Wind
d. Speed

Glide ratio is defined as
a. Maximum Lift/Drag
b. Minimum Lift/Drag
c. Distance over ground/altitude
lost
d. Altitude lost/distance over
ground

How does best glide speed compare
to minimum sink rate speed?
a. Best glide speed is higher.
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5.

6.

7.

When experiencing an unplanned
engine out, a pilot should
a. Establish best glide speed.
b. Establish minimum sink rate.
c. Establish minimum sink rate if
flying into a strong head wind.
d. It depends.

To achieve best glide speed, fly
a. 1.3 times stall speed in landing
configuration.
b. The best glide speed published
in the POH.
c. The best glide speed published
in the POH adjusted for weight.
d. Maximum L/D as demonstrated
by the aircraft’s AOA indicator.

When comparing two identical
aircraft starting at the same altitude
in the same conditions flying their
corresponding best glide speeds but
with different weights,
a. the heavier aircraft will glide
farther.
b. the lighter aircraft will glide
farther.

they will arrive at the same spot.
None of the above.

10. When gliding with a tail wind, time is
a. on your side.
b. your enemy.
c. seemingly standing still.
d. excruciatingly painful, fly what
ever airspeed will get the aircraft
on the ground quickly.

11. Published best glide speed for my
aircraft is
a. 90 knots.
b. 95 knots.
c. 100 knots.
d. 105 knots.
e. very difficult to find in the POH.

12. The “associated conditions” listed
in my aircraft’s POH on the “Glide
Endurance” or “Time and Distance to
Glide” chart include:
a. flaps up
b. gear up
c. prop control full aft or feathered
d. engine shut down

Answers
1.

a., b., and d. In powered flight there
are four forces acting on an aircraft;
lift, weight, thrust and drag. Thrust is
eliminated when an engine is secured.
However, the horizontal component of
the weight vector acts not as thrust
but as though it was thrust—parallel,
and in the same direction, as the line
of travel. The steeper the angle of
descent, the more weight provides
assistance as though it were thrust,
overcoming drag and increasing
airspeed. The heavier the aircraft the
more assistance is provided. In a
vertical dive, weight virtually acts as
thrust.

2.

a., b., and c., although each of these
can in turn impact what speed should
be flown for best results. Angle of
attack and speed are just separate
components of the same equation.
The angle of attack for best lift to drag
ratio is fixed. Since lift must equal
weight, the only variable left for a pilot
to control in flight is airspeed.

3.

c. although some of you may argue
“a” since best gliding distance is
achieved by maximizing the lift/drag
quotient. Glide ratio is the distance
over the ground covered compared
to the altitude lost and is equal to
our lift to drag ratio. For instance, a
Mirage POH indicates that an aircraft
starting at 25,000 feet in no wind
conditions can glide approximately
60 miles. Therefore, the glide ratio
is 60miles/4.73 miles (25,000 feet
expressed as miles) or a ratio of
approximately 12.7 to 1. Also, we
need to remember the usual cautions
that go with using chart performance.
Chart performance is based on a

perfect aircraft, perfectly flown, no
wind conditions, etc. In reality, life
is rarely perfect. Just a few minutes
hesitation or the distractions of ATC
and passengers could likely result
in much less than perfect flying and
results. Further, all of the above ignore
the possible need for expediting the
descent due to lack of pressurization
or other extenuating circumstances
relegating utilization of best glide to
low priority.
4.

a. and d. Minimum sink rate is lower
than best glide and is near stall speed.
Best glide speed results in the farthest
distance traveled over the ground.
Minimum sink rate will keep the
aircraft in the air longest but will result
in a shorter distance traveled.

5.

d. It depends. If the primary concern
relates to covering distance to facilitate
reaching an airport, best glide speed
is generally the best. Minimum sink
cont. page 40 ►
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Issues and Answers
(continued)

6.

rate is used to achieve maximum time
in the air at the sacrifice of distance.
Minimum sink rate could be preferable
for the final stage of many engine outs,
especially those experienced at night,
over water, snow or a marshy area.
Minimum sink rate not only provides
more time to assess the situation but
also ensures impact at the surface at
a low airspeed. Seaplane pilots strive
for this speed when landing on glassy
water where it is difficult to determine
the aircraft’s height above the water
surface. Aircraft damage and, more
importantly injuries, will be minimized
by minimizing G forces, which in turn
are minimized by reducing speed
at impact. The downside of slow
approach speeds are the same as
in powered flight; potential aircraft
control and stall, especially in gusty
conditions when wind shear could be
a factor.

7.

d. would be the best answer if you
have an Angle of Attack (AOA)
indicator. Since most of the PA-46 do
not have an AOA, b. or c. would be the
correct answer. Although the angle of
attack for best lift to drag ratio is fixed,
the airspeed required to achieve this
angle of attack varies with aircraft
weight. For the piston aircraft that are
only provided one best glide number
with no adjustments for weight, be
aware that this is generally for an
aircraft at gross weight. If the weight
of your aircraft is different than gross,
the best glide number would vary by
a few knots. However, rather than
worrying about this in an emergency,
concentrate on flying the number you
have. If you can fly it precisely, you
will likely do better than imprecisely
flying a more precise number. The
Meridian is a heavier aircraft and the
best glide speed thus varies more.
Adjustments for weight are provided
in the POH for the Meridian. Best glide
speed(s) should be committed to
memory. If you ever need best glide
speed, you need to fly it immediately
and not lose precious time and
altitude while fumbling around in the
manual trying to find it. Minimum sink
rate can be more easily determined in
flight by noting the VSI and flying the
airspeed that results in the lowest rate
of descent.

9.
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8.

c. When gliding, best lift to drag
angle of attack is achieved at different
speeds depending on weight.
A
heavier aircraft accomplishes best lift
to drag at the same angle of attack
as a lighter one, however, it does so
at a higher airspeed. Regardless of
weight, identical aircraft in identical
conditions will travel the same
distance and reach the same point on
the ground even though they achieve
maximum lift to drag/best glide speed
at different airspeeds.
b. Although comparable aircraft
will reach the same destination, the
heavier aircraft will arrive more quickly
because it must employ a faster
airspeed to achieve the same angle
of attack or maximum lift to drag ratio/
best glide speed.
a. and c. Wind affects groundspeed
but does not impact airspeed. Although
it has been pointed out that we may
be better off not overcomplicating an
already complex scenario, increasing
airspeed with a headwind or reducing
it slightly with a tail wind will increase
distance traveled.

10. a. Minimizing the time a head wind is
negatively impacting a gliding aircraft
and increasing the time a tail wind is
benefiting it is desirable. A quick rule
of thumb when gliding into a headwind
is to increase glide speed by half of
the head wind component. Reducing
speed with a tail wind should be
very carefully considered and often
avoided because the best glide speed
may already be approaching stall
speed—especially if gusty conditions
are likely.
11. All of the above depending on which
aircraft you fly. 90 knots is published
best glide for the piston PA-46s and
conversions, b.- d. are for the Meridian
at varying weights. All of the numbers
can be a challenge to find if you don’t
know where to look. Best glide speed
is not a limitation of the aircraft so it
does not appear in the limitations
section of the POH where many of

the other numbers can be found.
Best glide is related to performance
and can therefore be found with the
“Glide Time and Distance” or “Glide
Endurance” chart.
12. a. b. and c. for all PA-46. The Meridian
also requires d. This is because the
only way to feather the propeller in
the Meridian is to shut the engine
down. Be sure to review and employ
the associated conditions with chart
performance whenever you use them
or the illustrated chart results are not
valid. Safely simulating engine out
and gliding scenarios in a carefully
managed training environment is
essential to success should the “real
thing” ever be experienced.
William Kershner’s The Advanced Pilots
Flight Manual and Alexander Burton’s
article “Sink or Swim” were used as key
references for this column.
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Malibu Maintenance
Three- Blade Propeller Conversion
by Kevin Mead

Kevin is an IA who has specialized in Malibu/Mirage maintenance for most of his 20 plus
years in general aviation. He is a licensed private pilot with a multi-engine rating.
In 1998, Kevin formed his own business, Mead Aircraft Services, which he runs from a small
farm in Inman, Kansas. He will continue to provide support to the Malibu/Mirage fleet in the
U.S. and abroad.

When the PA46 debuted in 1984, the twobladed Hartzell propeller was standard
issue. This all-metal propeller proved to be
reliable and rugged, and is still installed on
many Malibus and Mirages today.

Post-conversion Blues

Prop Envy

Despite that success, many owners rushed
to install the MT four-blade propeller as
soon as it hit the market. The MT prop has
wooden blades covered by a composite
shell, with thin metal leading edge strips.
After 1997, Piper began using a Hartzell
three-bladed prop on the Mirage. Like the
MT, this is a composite prop, but has foam
core blades and much more durable metal
leading edge strips. Many Malibu and early
Mirage owners looked with envy at the
latest entry. Fortunately for those covetous
pilots, the three-blade Hartzell has become
available by STC, and is proving to be a
popular modification.

Step One

Before converting a Malibu (310P), one
must first determine what engine model is
installed on the plane. If a TSIO520 engine
sits out front, you may purchase the STC
for the new prop directly from Hartzell. If
the TSIO550 engine is installed, you must
purchase the STC from Malibu Power and
Propeller. Either way, the propeller, spinner
and bulkhead will be sent from Hartzell,
along with a conversion kit. The kit contains
all necessary installation instructions and
all of the electrical components needed
for prop deice. The only additional item
required, assuming the plane originally
had deice capability, is extra wire. Installing
the propeller itself is only a minor part of
the procedure. The time consuming part is
wiring for deice.
To convert an early Mirage (350P), purchase
the STC, propeller, spinner, bulkhead, and
deice wiring kit from Hartzell. As with the
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If Hartzell’s instructions are followed,
the mechanics of the conversion are
straightforward.
But some problems
can arise after conversion. Almost all
of these problems are the result of
misunderstandings about the conversion
and the systems involved.
Aux Heat Relay
One problem involves a relay that
Hartzell includes in the installation. When
designing the three-blade conversion STC
for the Mirage, Hartzell decided to install a

relay in the system that disables the Aux
Heat whenever the prop heat is activated.
Presumably they were concerned about the
electrical draw that would result when both
were used. Keep in mind that beginning
in 1998, the year Piper began using the
three-blade prop, they also installed larger
alternators.
I have seen no explanation for why
Hartzell did not add this relay to the Malibu
installation, since 1988 models also had
factory-installed Aux Heat, and a retrofit kit
was available for the earlier years.
In any case, this relay becomes a problem
when owners report that their Aux Heat
is inoperative.
If the troubleshooting
mechanic is not familiar enough with the
cont. page 44 ►
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Malibu Maintenance
(continued)

deice failure and the troubleshooting
mechanic never checks the circuit breaker.
Instead, the owner suffers a costly decision
to rewire the system unnecessarily. I
recently had to spend about seven hours
undoing one of these mistaken attempts to
fix such a false squawk.

Choices

When sourcing a three blade replacement
prop, a factory new Hartzell unit may not be
the only option. Used props on the market
from turbine conversions of later model
Mirages may be bought from JetProp, or
from individuals. The STC and kit must
still be purchased from Malibu Power and
Propeller or from Hartzell.

conversion, he will not ask the pilot if the
prop heat was on at the same time. I have
seen entire systems rewired in error in an
effort to remedy this non-problem.
Ground Heat
Another little known fact is that once a plane
has had the three-blade prop installed, the
prop heat will be disabled while the aircraft
is on the ground. In contrast, on all Malibus
and Mirages with factory-installed props, it
is possible to activate the prop heat on the
ground. So a mechanic unfamiliar with the
conversion will expect to see prop heat
when tested on the ground using normal
procedures. When he does not, he may
incorrectly pronounce the prop heat
inoperative. This again can lead to a costly
rewiring in an effort to repair a problem that
does not actually exist.
However, even if ground-disabled with the
conversion, prop heat can be tested. To do
so, you must turn on the prop deice switch,
and then hold down the surface deice
button while observing the prop deice
ammeter. To prevent damage to the prop,
do not test for more than 10 seconds.
Cabin Dump
The last problem applies only to the
Mirage. After adding a three blade prop,
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remember that the prop deice will now be
deactivated if you are flying with the cabin
pressure dump circuit breaker pulled. The
breaker must be reset before the prop heat
will come on. This becomes a misdiagnosis
problem when an operator reports a prop

Malibu owners should be aware that the
late-model Mirage prop is a different model
number than that required for the Malibu.
This hub, spinner and bulkhead must be
changed before the prop can be installed
on a Malibu. This is usually prohibitively
expensive, so most Malibu owners end up
with a new unit from Hartzell. On the other
hand, the late model Mirage prop is a direct
replacement for the early model Mirage.
When purchasing a used three-blade prop,
make sure that you buy one in compliance
with Hartzell SB 284 (spring replacement).
If not, send the prop to a Hartzell service
center for free compliance. You should also

consider having a used prop overhauled
before installation, but this may not always
be necessary if the prop has a low total
time and a well-documented history.
My experience has been that you can
expect to perform little maintenance on
the three-blade Hartzell once installed.
The leading edges should not be filed as
is routine on a two blade metal prop. But
the metal is so durable that the blades
have to hit something fairly hard to sustain
damage.

More Choices

Many owners decide to convert when their
two-blade prop reaches TBO, but have
difficulty deciding between the four- and
three-blade models. MT and Hartzell make

similar claims about product performance.
Both manufacturers claim smoother,
quieter operation, a shorter takeoff roll,
and better initial climb rate. Each has
devotees.
In the MT’s favor is a much lower initial
cost, around $14,000.00 compared to
about $25,000 for the three-blade. The MT
is also much lighter than the two- or threeblade prop.
But the three-blade has superior durability.
The leading edges have proven to
be extremely tough, rarely requiring
maintenance. This is a huge advantage
over the MT, which is quite delicate. You
should never file the edges of either prop,
but this procedure can be especially

damaging to an MT blade, since the edges
are so thin. You can easily file right through
to the wood core.
Many owners of older aircraft often
feel they and their plane have been left
behind. Here we see a nice example
where those owners have their choices
expanded. Perhaps the popularity of this
modification will convince manufacturers
that developing products and STCs for
older planes can be worthwhile.
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Notes From

M•MOPA

Headquarters

by Russ Caauwe, Executive Director
Russ has been crazy about airplanes all of his life. He obtained his license in Norfolk, Nebraska, at the
age of 17. Entering the Air Force at 19, Russ served two years as an airborne radar mechanic. In 1950,
he was accepted for pilot training, and after graduation, was commissioned as a 2nd Lt. and pilot.
Russ served in the 82nd Fighter Squadron, flying F-94’s and F-89”s, in Iceland, where he met his wife
Bjorg (Bea).
After completing his tour with the 76th Fighter Squadron in Presque Isle, Maine, Russ pursued various
business interests, including life as a Customer Engineer for IBM; later as President of his own data
processing company; and finally, as a corporate pilot, from which he retired in 1997, having enjoyed
over 3,500 hours flying a 1984 Malibu, and a 1989 Mirage.

New Members
Leon Parra
Kissimmee, FL
Leon is Maintenance Shop
Adminstrator at JLP Aviation
Maintenance.

Steven Hall
East Islip, NY
Steven is a Consultant. His company
is Steven Hall & Partners.

Akinola Ogundipe
Ponca City, OK
Dr. Ogundipe is a Physician. His
company is Cancer and Blood Care,
P.C. He has over 700 hours.

Robert Pippin
N9121X
Palm Desert, CA
Robert has a 550 Malibu. He has
over 1200 hours and holds an
Instrument rating. His company is
Van-Cal Projects, LLC

Ernie Soto
Plantation, FL
Ernie is a Dentist. He has over 250
hours and holds an Instrument rating.
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Charles Freund
Tucson, AZ
Charles is a CPA in Tucson.

Pat Waters
Mount Pleasant, SC
Pat is retired. He has over 2950
hours and holds IFH SEL ratings.

James Ingram
N752MM
Dallas, TX
James has a Meridian. He is owner/
operator of Kirby’s Steakhouse.

Daniel Szymanski
Ada, MI
Daniel is an Executive at Jedco, Inc.
He has over 1100 hours and holds
a Commercial license with ME and
Instrument ratings.

Paul Jablon
Laguna Beach, CA
Paul is a Jet Aircraft Salesman. His
company is XOJET.

Jean Louis Hag
Saint-Avold
France
Jean Louis is a Dentist Surgeon.

Albert Murray
N6292S
Wichita, KS
Albert has a Mirage. He is in
Commercial Development.

Michael Kocjancic
N545JW
Kane, PA
Michael has a JetProp. He has over
2300 hours and holds a Commercial
license with MEL & Instrument
ratings.

Uday Saraiya
Las Vegas, NV
Uday is a Medical Doctor. He
has over 1050 hours and holds a
Commercial license with Multi and
Instrument ratings.

Ed Smith
N844MS
Goldwaite, TX
Ed has a JetProp. He has over
500 hours and holds SEL and IFR
ratings. His company is ORIX USA
Corporation.

David Ferguson
El Dorado Hills, CA
David is President of FergieAir, LLC.

Travis Janovich
Raleigh, NC
Travis is retired. No other information
available.

Paul McKelvey
Oakford, Devon, U.K.
Paul is an Engineer. No other
information available.

Nigel Davy
N3325H
Briarcliff Manor, NY
Nigel is an Electrical Engineer. He
has a Meridian. He has over 850
hours and holds the following: AMEL
IFR Commercial A&P FCC.

Ali Moazzam
Union City, NJ
Ali lists his occupation as “Financial
Services”.

Abram Finkelstein
N301D
Plantation, FL
Abram has a Meridian. He has over
750 hours and holds an Instrument
rating. He is an Attorney.

Doug Terrell
Noblesville, IN
Doug’s company is M T Enterprises,
Inc. He has over 750 hours and holds
SEL, MEL and Instrument ratings.

David Board
Woodsfield, OH
David is a Pilot/Mechanic. He has
over 20,000 hours and holds the
following: ATP, CFI, A&P and AI. His
company is Mountain State Aviation.

Oliver Dresler
Calden, Germany
Oliver is Manager of Piper Aircraft
Sales & Leasing GmbH in Germany.

Jack Younger
N113T
Wister, OK
Jack flies a new Meridian. His
company is First Flight Aviation.

Dave Eichner
N27PG
Portland, OR
Dave has a Mirage. He has over 1700
hours and holds Private license with
Instrument rating.

Keith Masserang
Boomfield Hills, MI
Keith has over 1000 hours and holds
a Commercial license with Multi and
Instrument ratings.

David Wood
Danville, IL
David is an Engineer/Manufacturer.
His company is Time-O-Matic, Inc.
He has over 1188 hours and holds
SEL and Instrument ratings.

Greg Rohland
West Vancouver, BC
Canada
Greg is an Investor. His company is
Kingsway Group.

Jan Vlasveld
Kapellen, Belgium
Jan is Director of V&V Flying
Services.

Victor Girgenti
Sands Point, NY
Victor’s company is Longview
Trading, Inc.
He has over 400 hours and holds an
Instrument rating.

Lewis Nelson
Winston-Salem, NC
Lewis has over 3100 hours and holds
MEL and Rotor ratings.

Lawrence Schumacher
West Chester, OH
Lawrence is a Real Estate Developer.
He has over 620 hours and holds an
Instrument rating.
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Blowout!
by Joe Casey
Joe is the owner of Skyways Aero (FBO) at Cherokee County Airport, TX (KJSO). He is an ATP-ME, Commercial Pilot, ASEL/Rotorcraft-Helicopter CFI,
CFII, MEI, with 6,000 hours total flight time. He is also a Standardization Instructor Pilot and Instrument Flight Examiner in the UH-60 Blackhawk and
AH-64 Apache Helicopter, currently serving as the commander of B Troop, 7/6 Cavalry USAR, Conroe, Texas. He can be reached at joe@centurypaint.
com or at 903/586-9197.

As a pilot of a 1989 Piper Malibu Mirage,
I often have an opportunity to fly across
our great country. With that experience
has come a number of interesting nonscheduled events, one of which I will
describe here.

Good Start

This pleasant day was a good start for the
trip from central Florida to South Carolina.
I had no weather worries aside from the
routine incessant bumps experienced
below a base of scattered fair-weather
cumulus clouds. I filed for and flew at
13,000 feet, which put me on top. Radio
traffic was light, and I settled back for an
easy ride. This is what flying is all about.
Since I was northbound during the
afternoon, the sun was glaring in on
the left pilot’s seat. As an instructor, I
sometimes practice flying from the right
seat to keep myself from getting rusty, so
I am comfortable flying from the right side.
To avoid the harsh sun, I decided to jump
into the right seat and let the shade keep
me cool.

Suddenly Not So Good

Life was good. Then in a split second, the
world changed. Suddenly, a loud explosion
shook the cockpit, which quickly filled with
a violent cold wind. My first reaction was
to feel my body for injuries; then myriad
thoughts rushed through my head. Did my
engine throw a rod? Did I hit a goose? Was
I being shot down? Hey, with new TFRs
popping up daily, you never know.
I soon realized that the pilot’s left-side
window was all but gone! Only a few
ragged bits and pieces remained along
the frame edge. Much as I could hardly
believe my eyes, about 90% of the window
was simply gone.

A Stiff Breeze

I reduced the throttle, figured out where
I was, and put the aircraft slightly out of
trim to reduce the amount of air coming
in the cockpit. I queried JAX Center as to
the closest airport with at least a 5,000 ft
runway. He quickly rattled off a few airports
within the area; from this menu I selected
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Savannah, Georgia, as my landing spot.
Allow me to digress here for a moment. As
a veteran of numerous in-flight troubles,
let me assure you that site selection for a
precautionary landing is absolutely critical.
Here I was lucky because one could do no
better than Savannah. Plus, this wonderful
town is not a bad place to be stuck for a
few days.

Emergency - Not

While the now-missing window certainly
caught my attention, I decided to not
declare an emergency. The airplane was
flying fine, and I was uninjured. I just had
a nice cool breeze through the cockpit.
The landing at Savannah was uneventful
otherwise.

Lessons Learned

The small triangle-shaped window on
the left window had developed a crack,
unbeknownst to me. Kevin Mead has
recently written about this window as a
notorious hotspot for cracks. I rarely use
that window, and never noticed a problem.
Inspection of the window was certainly not
a part of my normal preflight routine. The
window now has my attention.

blown outside. This was certainly a rapid
decompression by any definition. Much
like a balloon that makes a loud report
when pricked with a pin, my Malibu
“popped” as well, just like a balloon, but
only much bigger.
In my experience as a flight instructor in
the Malibu, I have seen many pilots who
never touch their pressure controllers,
even when going into the flight levels. This
is bad policy. I recommend that you follow
the checklist provided with your Malibu,
and adjust the cabin pressure for your
anticipated altitude, both on the way up
and on the way down. This practice has
many benefits, including greater comfort
for pilot and passengers, and less wear
and tear on the pressure valves. Managed
properly, you and your passengers will
barely notice any pressure changes.
When flying at high altitudes, you are truly
in a “life capsule” and you should consider
cabin pressure at every phase of flight.
(Editor’s note: John Mariani has discussed
this issue at great length, and he gives a
wonderful presentation on the pressure
control system at sessions of the MMS&T
Foundation).

Pilot Health:
Fortunately, I was not
congested or feeling sick. Otherwise, I
could have experienced any number of
physical troubles due to the rapid change in
pressure. I could have blown an eardrum,
sinus cavity, or even had dental issues had
I been flying with congestion. Those who
sometimes fly a pressurized airplane when
under the weather might want to consider
the ramifications of a “blow-out” like mine.
Only fly when you are physically fit enough
to handle a worst-case scenario.

Recognition and Reaction Time: As an
instructor/evaluator in the military, I sit in
the back of full-motion, highly realistic flight
simulators to teach various emergency
procedures under diverse conditions for
evaluation and training purposes. From
that experience I can say that rarely is any
problem diagnosed quickly and accurately.
You usually get only one of those two
options. The best pilots are those who
recognize that recovery from the initial
shock takes a few moments. Only in this
way can one diagnose the problem, and
then administer the correct remedy.

Pressure discussion: The Malibu pressure
control system can maintain sea-level
pressure up to 14,000 feet. I had departed
Florida, which is virtually sea-level
everywhere, and was cruising at 13,000
feet. Even if set to surface-level, the cabin
would be at less than the maximum of 5.5
psi. That was enough, however. When the
crack spread, the window quickly gave
way, and all the pieces were instantly

In this emergency, I would guess that 10
full seconds passed before I recovered
from the shock, during which time I did
nothing. That’s right, I took no action
initially. Many pilots react quickly, but take
the wrong action. In this case, I did click
off the autopilot and I probably reduced
the throttle without much thought. But I
took what seems like forever to deduce

that a window had blown out. Should not
a missing window be obvious? Yes, but in
the heat of the situation, the obvious is not
always so obvious.
I would challenge pilots to mentally review
situations that could occur in flight, and truly
consider scenarios that require immediate
action to save lives. I would then suggest
that few emergencies require steps that
absolutely must happen instantly. One
clear exception is engine failure shortly
after takeoff. If the failure happens before
reaching a previously determined altitude,
you land straight ahead; if above that
predetermined altitude, you turn back.
Most emergencies, however, are best
left to thought and consideration prior to
action. As always, fly the aircraft, watch
the light show on your dashboard, and
make a good decision after some careful
thought. Possibly include others in the
decision making process before making a
final plan. For example, I asked ATC for
navigation guidance since my charts were
blowing wildly about all over the place.

Seatbelts and window coverings: Thank
goodness my seatbelt shoulder harness
remained attached and in the aircraft. The
shoulder belt can fly out and beat the side
of the airframe causing very expensive
damage. Wear your shoulder harness,
even in cruise. Unfortunately, my left side
window shades were lowered and took a
huge beating with all the rushing winds. To
my surprise, however, the shades survived
and, with a little starch, are working nicely
again.

On the Shelf

Within 10 minutes of landing, I had Kevin
Mead on the phone. Fortunately, he had
a window on the shelf, and that was soon
heading my way. Even though the clock
was striking 4 pm in Kansas, Kevin sent
the unit by overnight mail, along with
the correct tube of sealant to use during
the installation. The window arrived in
Savannah by 10 am the next morning. He
talked the mechanic in Savannah through
the entire repair. Within 36 hours of the
event, I was flying my Malibu home.
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A Journey to
the Panama Canal
The Gateway to South America
by Thierry Pauille

Thierry (Terry) Pouille is president of, and the leading force behind, Air Journey LLC. He personally
organizes every excursion, and always looks for new ideas, new places to visit and new destinations.
Thierry has accumulated 34 years of flying, in which time he has flown to most of the Caribbean
Islands, all of the countries of Central America and many countries in Europe. He owns a trusty
Beech Baron E55 that takes him to many of these foreign lands. He is an avid photographer.
Thierry can be reached at Thierry@airJourney.com

As Air Journey prepares for the exciting
Voyage Around the World, I am taking
comfort in returning to our roots, and will
share with you the relatively simple but
rewarding experience of flying from Florida
to Panama.
The city of Panama and the famous canal
sit only 1,000 miles directly south of Miami,
in the same time zone. Flying there has
the added benefit of an exciting over flight
of Cuba and a fuel stop on the island of
Cayman, a former British colony.
We will avoid a history lesson on Panama
except to note that in 1903, under the HayBunau-Varilla Treaty, the United States
was granted rights to build and administer
indefinitely the Panama Canal. The canal
was completed in 1914. The original
treaty became a contentious diplomatic
issue between the two countries, reaching
a boiling point on Martyr’s Day, January
9, 1964. The issues were resolved with
the signing of the Torrijos-Carter Treaties
in 1977, which allowed for the return of
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all canal-related lands back to Panama
on December 31, 1999. We had some
excitement before then; in December
1989, about 27,000 U.S. personnel invaded
Panama to remove Manuel Noriega.
Cuba to Cayman
You can launch from any airport in Florida,
but I prefer Palm Beach, which is only 450
nm from Cayman, and a total of only 1,063
nm to the Gelabert airport in Panama.
Cuba allows civil traffic through its airspace
in three designated corridors: the western
Giron Corridor, the central Maya Corridor
and the eastern Nuevas Corridor. But you
must first obtain an over flight permit, which
is good for an entire Zulu day. Air Journey
can help you secure these permits. In case
you are delayed, we can help you change
the date.
From Florida to Cayman, we use the
Giron Corridor, which can only be flown
on an IFR flight plan. Giron, by the way, is
the Cuban name for the Bay of Pigs. The
Cubans have sophisticated radar, and you
will be kept under their control throughout
your whole flight. You will enter Cuban
airspace at TADPO and exit at ATUVI. They
speak excellent English, but of course with
a Spanish accent. While flying in Cuban
airspace, the transition to flight levels is at
6,000 feet, above which you need to set
the altimeter at 29.92.
British Accent
When the handover

to

Cayman

complete, communications will be with a
strong British accent. Upon arrival at the
island you will fly over clear blue water in
what will certainly be clear weather. The
7000’ asphalt runway is in good condition.
The field has a tower, staffed with friendly
folks. I recommend that you avoid arriving
between 11 am and 2 pm, which are peak
traffic hours. Upon arrival you need to have
four declaration forms for customs and
immigration, along with an arrival report.
Next Stop Panama
When departuing the Caymans, you will
again need to complete four declarations
and pay the departure tax of $25 per
passenger. Aircraft crew and children
under 12 are exempt. You need to file
an international flight plan, not the FAA
version.
In addition to the Jeppesen Caribbean trip
kit (reference ATR0446) you should carry a
copy of the Bahamas and Caribbean Pilot’s
Guide (available from Pilot Publishing at
800-521-2120/website www. Pilotpub.com).
No pilot flying the islands should be without
the Pilot’s Guide. Also pick up a WAC chart
of the whole Caribbean and the Bahamas.
The next leg down to Panama is rather
interesting because you will be seeing a
lot of blue. The journey of 676 miles will
be entirely over the Caribbean Sea. After
leaving the Cayman Islands you will be
passed to Jamaica ATC, and then finally to

Panama ATC. Radar coverage is sporadic
until you reach Panama.
In Panama, I enjoy landing at the old
Holbrook Airport, also known as Gelabert
(MPMG), which sits parallel to the
canal. The airport does not have an IFR
instrument approach, only a civilian radar
approach. Avgas and JetA are available
at prices similar to those found in the
States, at the lower end of the scale. The
FBO on the field, Mapiex Aviation (phone:
507-315-0281;
www.mapiex.com),
is

is

cont. page 54 ►
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A Journey to
the Panama Canal
(continued)
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friendly and inviting. As with the Caymans,
when landing in Panama you will hand over
four general declaration forms. Mapiex
will help you with all of the paperwork,
including immigration forms, and your
return flight plan. English is widely spoken,
but Spanish is the official language. The
U.S. dollar is the currency of preference.
Sleep Well, Tour Hard
Reservations should be made well ahead
of time if possible. Fortunately, you will
find a wide range of accommodations from
which to choose, from boutique hotels to
large international chains. My personal
favorite is the Hacienda del Mar, which
boasts its own 5000’ runway on a 15,000
acre private island, on the Pacific side.

cont. page 56 ►
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A Journey to
the Panama Canal
(continued)

The hotel’s 12 private bungalows are the
essence of picturesque privacy. You can
feed wild toucans and parrots, enjoy ATV
rides, go deep sea fishing in translucent
waters, or visit one of the island’s 52
beaches.
For those doing a fast turnaround, I
recommend the Intercontinental. If you
seek some excitement, stay at the Country
Inn. The property is located at the entrance
of the canal, where you can see traffic
going in and out.

Count Ferdinand de Lesseps

For a jungle adventure, go to the Gamboa
Rainforest Resort, located in the Soberania
National Park, about 30 minutes from
Panama City on the Pacific Coast. A unique
aerial tram and glide transport you through
the rainforest canopy, where you will see
plants and animals not otherwise possible
from the ground. The forest’s tremendous
biological diversity will impress even the
most jaded observer. Professional and
amateur birdwatchers will be astounded
at the abundance and variety of exotic
species.
A visit of Panama would not be complete
without a stop at the Miraflores locks. Here
you can witness how huge cargo and cruise
ships are raised and lowered through
the lock system. You can even try your
sea captain skills on a simulator without
banging metal. A fascinating museum on
site explains the building of the canal and
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its operation. You can spend a full day at
the museum, which also hosts a wonderful
restaurant with surprisingly good food.
Custom’s Customs
Ask Mapiex to file the flight plan for you
to Cayman, with continuation to Florida.
Please be sure to call U.S. Customs and
Border Patrol before your departure; you
need to provide CPB with your arrival
time.
Important news for all of you: in south
Florida you do not have to land at the first
airport of entry. You can overfly Miami and
Fort Lauderdale and land at Palm Beach.
Note that Fort Pierce and Tampa are not
part of the authorization.
Now back to the real world.
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M•MOPA Classifieds
AIRCRAFT UPHOLSTERY

GPS MANUALS

Let us do your next custom interior.
Leather is our specialty. See our website
www.flyinghorse.us Located in Granbury,
TX, 30 miles west of Ft. Worth. Minimum
completion time/20yr experience.
817-579-6445/817-219-6445
E-mail: dhorning@flyinghorse.us

Pilot-friendly manuals are now available
for the new Lowrance 200c and 600c
handheld receivers. Our task-oriented
amnuals are simplified directions that
lead you step-by-step through all the GPS
operations. Includes descriptions of all
pages. In addition to the above, our library
includes: The Garmin GNS 430, GNS
430W, GNS 480, GNS 530,GNS 530W,
G1000, GPSmap 295, 196, 296, 396 and
496, Bendix/King’s KLN 89B/94, KLN 90B,
and KLN 900, IFR models #44.95. Hand
helds $39.95. Add $6.00 for S & H. Other
than U.S. add $6 more. ZD Publishing,
Inc, PO Box 3487, Wichita, KS 67201,
888-310-3134. (In Kansas 316-371-3134)
www.zdpublishing.com.

FLORIDA SPRUCE CREEK FLY-IN

America’s Premier #1 Fly-in and Country Club
Gated Community with it’s own Airport. 4,000”
paved lighted, east/west runway, paved taxiway, fuel. Featuring hangar homes, golf course
homes, nature homes, and condominiums.
15 minutes from Daytona Beach International
Airport and the Atlantic Ocean.
Contact Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty for
information on all properties and prices,
new or resale. Website: www.fly-in.com
Lenny Ohlsson, Broker
e-mail: sales@fly-in.com
800-932-4437 or Evening 386-761-8804

✓ In Aircraft…Initial, Recurrent, Supplemental
and Advanced Avionics Training
✓ Convenient…we travel, you stay home
✓ Your schedule, not ours
✓ Safe, professional, experienced
instructors (min. 5000 hrs TT)
✓ Instruction provided in the Malibu, Mirage,
Meridian and Jetprop since 1990

When Proficiency and Safety Matter

www.ﬂyATM.com
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ulat
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contact@ﬂyATM.com
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Training Update ...
The following facilities offer initial and/or recurrent training for the Malibu•Mirage.
This list does not constitute an endorsement of any of the trainers listed below.
Advanced Flight Training
International, Inc.

Vero Beach, FL
(772) 473-7356
Initial & Recurrent Courses

FlightSafety International

Mariani Aviation Services

Lakeland, Florida
1-800-726-5037

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 567-8666 or (772) 713-4368

Initial & Recurrent Training

Initial & Refresher Training with
John Mariani at any location

Aircraft Training Services, LLC.

Travis Holland
Holland Aero

Buffalo Grove, Illinois
(847) 947-2238

www.holland.aero
360-734-8419

Initial & Refresher Courses

JetPROP initial and recurrent
Training and North Atlantic training
And ferry. Services offered worldwide
At your location or at KBLI.

Aviation Training Management

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 778-7815
Initial & Refresher by Appointment
Eclipse International, Inc.

St. Petersburg, Florida
(772) 822-1611

RWR Pilot Training

Baltimore, Maryland
1-866-870-8196
www.rwrpilottraining.com
Initial & Recurrent Training for Malibu,
Mirage, and Meridian with Dick Rochfort
At any location

Lester Kyle’s Aircraft Training

SimCom Training Centers

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 562-5438

Vero Beach, Florida
1-800-272-0211

Initial & Recurrent Training

Initial & Refresher by Appointment

Initial & Refresher with Mary Bryant at
St. Petersburg or Customer’s Location

MALIBU/MIRAGE SAFETY & TRAINING FOUNDATION
SAFETY / FLIGHT SESSIONS:
April 25-26, 2008
Rock Hill, SC
Rock Hill/York County /Bryant Field Airport
(UZA)
Piper Host / FBO: SkyTech, Inc.

September 12-13, 2008
Groton, CT
Groton-New London airport (GON)
Piper Host / FBO: Columbia Aircraft Sales,
Inc.

July 11-12, 2008
McMinnville, OR
McMinnville Municipal Airport (MMV)

October 31-November 1, 2008
Olathe, KS
Johnson County Executive Airport (OJC)
Piper Host / FBO: Kansas City Aviation
Center, Inc. (KCAC)
November 14-15, 2008
Scottsdale, AZ
Glendale Municipal airport (GEU)

SAFETY SYSTEMS / MAINTENANCE SESSIONS:
May 16-17, 2008
Manassas, VA
Manassas Regional Airport / Harry P Davis
Field (HEF)
Piper Host: Rising Phoenix Aviation

August 8-9, 2008
Driggs, ID
Driggs-Reed Memorial Airport (DIJ)

Events Calendar
18th Annual Convention
September 24-28, 2008
Dallas, TX
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Helpline ...
620-728-8634

October 17-18, 2008
Fredericksburg, TX
Gillespie County Airport (T82)
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